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For spring/summer 2024, Stefan Cooke and Jake Burt combine their cult style vocabulary with 
the completely new, and debut an ideal collaboration with Mulberry, entirely in line with both 

brands’ shared value of craft.

Featuring thousands of studs covered in deadstock leathers, or suede, radiating intricately from 
the neck or waist on blanket capes and maxi skirts.

Champion sashes are knitted in lambswool and feel more homespun than Olympic.

Sunburnt foam looks take stadium souvenirs to catwalk level. Inspired by sun- faded foam fingers;  
each panel partially blocked in a pattern and bleached by the sun.

Dresses and tops are draped for Super Bowl impact with a quarterback silhouette remade with 
a mix of Lycra, shoulder pads, elastic and vintage rugby jerseys.

Military medical coats are rendered in British Milleraine waxed cotton for a rained-off silhouette.

And a huge new “SC” monogram debuts on a white T-shirt dress. Billboard size.

Bold simplicity, high-fashion confidence, hard-core craft, subversive silhouettes: it is a severe 
and refined vision for men’s fashion, pushing a silhouette with statement shoulders, narrow and 
broad, tiny waists, mini or maxi lengths and industrial shorts. Refined tailoring is nostalgic to 

past necklines.

A selection of 27 pre-loved Mulberry bags, one-of-a-kind and sourced from its circularity pro-
gramme, The Mulberry Exchange, have been transformed by Mulberry artisans to feature four 
signature Stefan Cooke motifs. Some are accessorised with vintage rugby shirt tassels, others 

button straps, silk scarves, while others, as they are, are simply held.
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